
Dear Je, 	 7/10/72 

-t the eoeent I can't tell if we're about to have another thundeeztorn if it in the 
zenith of thu eol!pue. a-couple of uinntos ngo, coincidineeit h the apparent onset of 
a storm, ell 'Lite heighberhood agos started. hoeling simultanuounly. UllU could. heve set the 
Other':,  off, of eouree. 

I'd worked up the kind, of sweat iie nay recall fren farm dayo mowine grass by hend w 
wher, it hoe been imposeible for weeks. Goad heatlhy routine. But aid it drip off! I've 
gotten cone of the old-fashioned red bandanas, big as a wonen'e scarf, to tie around the 
head and catch the sweet to keep the glee-yes clean. Tt was wet as frog the wash when I took 
it off. Ah, the luxury of isolation! took off what little clothes I had, got the portable 
radio, and ebile 141 slaved at indexing wet out into a web chair in the shade and listened 
to the convention news while just dripi.432e away. Almost drizzled, in fact, free the nose, 
ears, occiput -wherever if could drop from it did, and I was aware when it hit flesh else-
where. When I had slack the output, I vent into the pool, with the radio on the edge, and 
if it canoe said of 186 lba, wafted back and forth in the shallow ond, narroi way, about 
20 ft., which meant that my head would go under only about twice each croseing and I could 
hear what for lack of invention of a better designation is called "news". If it was not 
enriching to the ear, it was refreshina all other ways. But 1'4 still a bit tired, do 
before getting to (no offense, friends) more important correspondenee, acknowledgment 
of Jim's 7/5, his apology for the CIA couplox on the Peking lian. Understandable. And it 
is not only in places like museauna, coleegea (Barghoorn, remember?) that the scholars 
work with ietellionce. If I didn't tell you, when I was in 033, our office had three 
geographic divisions, Two were headed not by eolitical scientists by anthropologists. 
Because they uere politically nature, they ware better than pol, scientists, too. 	. 

Correction of this error doesn't change ny feeling about intelligence involvement. , 
meiled  a response and a carbon seeking more on Greek heritage before getting this. That 

part didn't figure ia, me belief. 
I also mniled the completed TNEP this a.m. 141 blocked it before aosemblieg and 

adding collar ring buttons. I know she included some kind of note, for she typed that 
while I was getting packing materials together. It is going parcel post, so this; nay 
proceed it. 

Lally theehe for the thoughtfulness of the stamps. I buy a roll of 100 when I need 
them, and even U baulks is a strain. This are In a'il's desk so she has a separate supply 
for her veil.,  less voluminous than nine,  and doesn't have to come to no for stamps. Out 
offices, by the way, are at opposite ends of the house. I'm northwest, she's southeast. 

The Dopees are groat. I know know the Je didnpt invent sone of the nemes I'd not 
seen earlier. After Lil read then I put them in an envelope for Howard. Dothing new on 
that epee, fortunately. I think it wile. help ne with a suppressed desire to become a hermit 
by eluost eliminating the feeling that I need to collaborate with others and share know-
ledge with then. 

Dope the enclosures will be close enought to self-eeplanativy. 
Thanks, 



5 July 1972 

Dea4 Harold: 

Further our 3 July memo on the search for the 
relics of Peking Man, herewith a hasty correction: 

At the top of page 2, strike out the line where 
it jays: "The two men who made the recovery were later CIA agents." 

A recheck indicates I must have been collaborating 
hkth Herr Freud when I wrote that, as we can find no overt 
substantiation for it. 

Both were working for the Army at the time, one 
an anthropolitgist who is now a research associated at the 
American Museum of Natural History in New York and an associated 
of Dr. Shapiro, and the other was a geologist with the Alimy 
at the time and is now connecged with Harvard, it doesn't say 
in what specific capacity. 

In my experience such specialists in museums 
often work closely with the intelligence services because of 
their specialized knowledge, so I suppose my subconscious just 
was trying to make it official. 

Anyway, strike that, as the late Sen. NcCarthy was-
so fond of saying. 

These poor slobs from the groves of academe have 
a tough enough time in any case without my contributing to it. 

Best, 

jdw 
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